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Introduction

Diversification of foodstuff including fat and oil products is the important problem of the food industry in next years. In this direction ways and measures on overcoming of world financial and economic crisis are considered as the basic program document of Republic of Uzbekistan [1].

Purpose of work

The work is directed on the decision of problem of quality and safety of food fats and products of their processing. It is one of priority directions in realization of the concept of a state policy in the field of healthy food for the republic population.

Results and Discussion

One of perspective directions of development of butter industry is working out and improvement of manufacture butter with lowered fat content. It will be coordinated with requirements of time and the basic tendencies of oil manufacture in the world [6].

Now manufacture of such butter has not found a wide distribution yet. It is connected that decrease in mass fraction of fat in cream promotes deterioration of conditions of process of butter forming, to infringement of its stability and formation of defects of oil consistence (friability, crumbling, exudation of moisture, disconnectedness of structures, etc.). The reason of it is change of physical and chemical properties of the cream, making direct impact on process butter-forming.

At decrease in a mass fraction of fat in cream from 70 to 40% reduction of their effective viscosity and sedimentation stability, increase of maintenance of emulsified fat and decrease of ability to transformation of dispersion of direct type to a dispersion of return type, characteristic for a butter of traditional structure is observed.

One of possible ways of influence on process of butter-forming from dispersions of the lowered fat content is entering into cream of stabilizers of structure-the substances, capable to change physical and chemical properties of cream of the lowered fat content so that they as much as possible approximate to high fatty cream, process of butter-forming which proceeds stably. It is possible to concern emulsifiers (E) and consistence stabilizers (St).

In quality of emulsifiers used the fat-soluble substances possessing high superficial activity owing to presence in them diametrically located hydrophilic and lipophilic groups of atoms. Such structure of emulsifiers causes their ability to concentrate on interfaces of phases, to reduce an interphase tension and to promote formation and stabilization of a fatty dispersion.

Simultaneously also as consistence stabilizers used water-soluble substances possessing expressed hydrophilic properties. Because of this property they allow to keep moisture in a product and keep physical and chemical condition and homogeneity formed at participation of emulsifiers of dispersions.

Positive influence of emulsifiers and consistence stabilizers on process of butter-forming is established at development of sandwich-type fat with mass fraction of 61.5%. It is necessary to note that influence of emulsifiers and stabilizers on cream with lower mass fraction of fat and on process of their transformation to oil are studied insufficiently.

Taking into account are conducted researches of influence of stabilizers of structure on properties of cream with a mass fraction of fat of 40-60% as raw materials for development of oil with the lowered fat content. As the consistence stabilizer used gelatin in quantity from 0 to 2%, as emulsifier-monoglycerides distilled under commodity mark "Palsgaard-0291" in quantity from 0 to 1% [7].

As estimation criteria were used effective viscosity, sedimentation stability of system (cream +St; cream +E; cream +St +E), organoleptic indicators (taste and smell, consistence), maintenance of emulsified fat, ability of system to destruction under the influence of thermo-mechanical processing, microstructure of mixes. As the control was used cream with 70% fat content without structure stabilizers.

Viscosity of cream with 40-50% fat content at entering of emulsifiers changed slightly. At a mass fraction of fat more than 60% entering of emulsifiers in cream promoted increase in their viscosity in 1.4-2.1 times.
Considerable changes of viscosity were observed at entering of stabilizers into cream. Thus viscosity of cream with 50% fat content approximate to viscosity of control samples at entering into them of mix of the stabilizer in quantity of 1% and emulsifiers in quantity of 1%. Viscosity of cream with 40% fat content with addition of the stabilizer less than 2% was below viscosity of the control sample, and at dose of the stabilizer of 2% or its mixes with emulsifiers (0.5% and 1%) was exceeded by viscosity of the control sample in 1.3-1.9 times.

Increase of viscosity of system at addition of stabilizers is caused by formation of additional structural communications in it that is confirmed by microscopic researches on an example of cream with 50% fat content Figure 1.

Figure 1. Microstructure change (x 280) of cream at entering into them of structure stabilizers (50% fat content) [a-control sample, b-with addition of 1% emulsifier, c-with addition of the stabilizer of 2%].

At research of sedimentation stability of cream with addition of stabilizers and emulsifiers it is not established any law of its change depending on mass fraction of fat, dose of the stabilizer and emulsifier. In some samples is noted the increase of sedimentation stability in comparison with cream of similar fat content without structure stabilizers, in others, on the contrary, its decrease. Average indexes of sedimentation stability on sediment of fat for cream with 40% fat content with addition of stabilizers of structure have made 81.8%, for cream with 50% fat content - 84.8%, and for cream with 60% fat content - 81.9%.

For control cream with 70% fat content this indicator has made 96.0%. On the average at entering of stabilizers of structure sedimentation stability of cream much lower than at control samples. The maintenance of emulsified fat in cream with 40-60% fat content at entering into them of emulsifiers tends to growth, and at entering of stabilizers to decrease. At sharing of emulsifiers and stabilizers the maintenance of emulsified fat in cream with 40-60% fat content also tend to decrease.

For an estimation of ability of researched cream to destruction under the influence of thermo-mechanical processing of mix after pasteurization mix cooled to temperature of butter-forming and destroyed. In an initial mix and the received product defined the maintenance of emulsified fat and calculated ability of system to destruction on parity of maintenance of emulsified fat in a dispersion before its destruction. It is established that cream with a mass fraction of 40% fat can collapse under the influence of the mechanical and temperature factor on 90% and more only at addition in them of the stabilizer in quantity of 2% (or its mixes with emulsifier). The same degree of destruction of cream with a mass fraction of 50% fat is observed at entering of 1% and more quantity of stabilizer and its mixes with emulsifier. Cream with mass fraction of 60% fat most easily collapse at entering of emulsifier in quantity of 0.5%. The obtained data accurately shows the tendency of increase in ability of cream to destruction, i.e. to transformation to oil, at use of stabilizers and of emulsifiers.

Definition of optimum doses of the stabilizer and emulsifier at which change of initial cream occurs in a direction of reception of system to the indicators close to control cream is spent by a method of the multifactorial analysis of experimental data.

At definition of optimum areas for cream with 42.5-60.0% fat content the taste and smell estimation has appeared less significant. In a range of fat content from 45.0 to 52.5% defining were physical and chemical indicators, i.e. in this range entering of structure stabilizers makes stronger impact on viscosity of cream and ability to destruction, than on their taste, smell and consistence.

For each level of fat content of cream on optimum areas it is possible to define minimum, average and maximum quantity of emulsifier at which addition it is possible to receive cream with the set properties. Optimum values of mass fraction of stabilizer (St) at these portions of emulsifier are presented in Table 1.
The minimum value of emulsifier for dispersions with various level of fat content makes from 0 to 0.4%, maximum - from 0.75 to 1.0%. Average value of emulsifier makes from 0.38 to 0.60%. At increase of dose of emulsifier from Emin to Emax (in 2 and more times) the optimum dose of the stabilizer decreases in 1.1 - 1.6 times. Thus use of dose of emulsifier in limits from minimum to average values is economically more valid.

Conclusion

Conducted researches have allowed to establish influence of emulsifier (distilled monoglycerides) and the stabilizer (gelatin) on change of properties of cream with 40-60 % fat content and to define their optimum doses, allowing to approach properties of cream with the lowered fat content to cream with 70 % fat content (without structure stabilizers) and by that to improve conditions of their transformation to the finished product - butter with the lowered fat content.
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